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1.0 COBOL DATA MANIPULATION LANGUAGE

1.1 General Description

The DML for COBOL is specified in the April '71 DBTG report. WAND supports a subset of this specification. The DML specifies additions to the Identification division, DATA division, and PROCEDURE division of standard COBOL.

A COBOL program with the DML statements inserted is first processed by a WAND system program named WNDCBL. This program translates the DML statements to COBOL call statements to the WAND system. Upon completion of this translation, the user has the option of automatically linking to the COBOL compiler and then the loader. Examples of using the COBOL/WAND implementation can be found in the next section of this document.

In the present implementation of WAND, all DML statements must be on a line by themselves in COBOL programs and not intermixed with non DML statements. For example, the following would be improper:

IF A=B GET STUREC

whereas the following would be correct:

IF A=B
GET STUREC.

DML statements need not be entirely specified on one line, however.

1.2 IDENTIFICATION Division

If a privacy key is specified in the schema definition, then this privacy key must be specified in all programs which interact with the database. This is communicated to WAND via the PRIVACY KEY statement in the IDENTIFICATION division.

[PRIVACY KEY IS priv-key].

Priv-key must be either a literal enclosed in quotes or a variable which contains the privacy key. If a variable is specified, it must be at least 10 characters in length and have usage display-7. Examples are:

PRIVACY KEY 'GOAWAY'.
PRIVACY KEY IS KEY-AREA.
1.3 DATA Division

A new section named the SCHEMA section must be included in all COBOL programs which interact with WAND. Furthermore, the SCHEMA section must be the first section in the DATA division. Syntax is as follows:

```
DATA DIVISION.
  SCHEMA SECTION.
  INVOKE SCHEMA schema-name.
```

Schema-name is the name of the schema and of the database. WNDCBBL will expect the database to be in the file named schema-name.DB, the schema itself to be in schema-name.SCH, and the user work area to be in schema-name.WKC. WNDCBBL will automatically insert a linkage section at the end of the DATA division and copy in the user work area from schema-name.WKC.

1.4 PROCEDURE Division

To communicate with WAND, the user writes DML statements into the PROCEDURE division of his program. These statements will be discussed individually.

1.4.1 Opening The Database -

Before any other DML statements can be executed, the database must be opened. This is done with the OPEN AREA statement.

```
OPEN AREA schema-name [USAGE-MODE is {UPDATE} {RETRIEVAL}]
```

If USAGE-MODE is not specified, retrieval is assumed.

1.4.2 CLOSING The Database -

When all processing is done, the database should be closed with the CLOSE statement. This will direct WAND to empty the incore buffers and terminate processing.

```
CLOSE AREA schema-name
```
1.4.3 STORING Records Into The Database -

Records are stored into the database with the STORE statement. Linkage in all sets is performed automatically by WAND.

```
STORE record-name
```

1.4.4 DELETING Record -

A record is deleted from the database with use of the DELETE statement. A record type must be specified in the delete statement; the current of that record type is deleted from the database.

```
DELETE record-name
```

1.4.5 MODIFYING Records -

To replace an existing record in the database, the MODIFY statement is used. When a MODIFY statement is executed, the record type specified is moved from the UWA into the WAND buffers for storage into the database.

```
MODIFY record-name
```

1.4.6 RETRIEVING A Record -

After a record is found via a FIND statement, it is not automatically moved into the UWA. To accomplish this, a GET statement is executed.

```
GET record-name
```

After the GET statement is executed, the record is available for user processing.

1.4.7 The FIND Statement -

Navigating through the database is done with the FIND statement. Using the FIND statement, it is possible to access records by their physical location, via calculated keys, via set relationships, or by processing the database sequentially. Each
of these methods is discussed below.

1.4.7.1 Access Via Calculated Key -

In order to locate a record via calc key, the record must be defined in the schema with a LOCATION MODE CALC clause. Before executing the FIND statement, the user must place the value of the key of the desired record into the key location field of the proper record in the UWA.

```
FIND [NEXT DUPLICATE WITHIN] record-name RECORD
```

If the next duplicate clause is not present, WAND will search the database for the first record with the appropriate key field value. If the next duplicate clause is present, WAND will search the database for the next record in a group of records with the same key. The next duplicate clause cannot be used if NO DUPLICATES ALLOWED was specified in the schema definition.

All currency updates are made when the record is located in the database.

1.4.7.2 Location Via Set Relationships -

A set consists of an owner and one or more members. It is possible to navigate from an owner to a member and along the path of members; it is also possible to navigate from a member record to its owner. There exists a form of the FIND statement for each of these possibilities.

1.4.7.2.1 Navigation From Member To Owner -

To find an owner of a record which participates in a set relationship, currency must be established at the proper member record. The following FIND statement is then issued to find the owner:

```
FIND OWNER RECORD OF set-name SET
```

This will establish currency of the owning record type at the owning record of set-name set.
1.4.7.2.2 Navigating From Owner To Member

To navigate from an owner record to a member record of a set, the following form of the FIND is used:

FIND position [record-name] RECORD OF set-name SET

Position must be one of the following:

1. FIRST : The database will be searched for the first record of set-name set.
2. LAST : The database will be searched for the last record type of set-name set.
3. NEXT : The database will be searched for the next record after the current record of set-name set. If current of set-name is the last record of the set, error status will be set to 0307.
4. PRIOR : The database will be searched for the record prior to the current record of set-name set. If the current of set-name is the first record in the set, error status will be set to 0307.
5. Integer constant (e.g. +5 or -2) : The database will be searched for the +Nth or -Nth record of set-name set relative to the current record of set-name set. An error will occur if no such record exists.
6. Variable name : If a COBOL variable is specified here, it must be either a one word COMP item or a display-7 5 character item. If it is character, its value must be one of "FIRST", "LAST", "NEXT", or "PRIOR". If it is a COMP item its value is treated the same way as 5 above.

1.4.7.3 Sequential Processing Of The Database

To process the database sequentially for all records or records of a specific record type, the following form of the FIND is used:

FIND position [record-name] RECORD OF schema-name AREA

Position must have one of the values described in the previous sub-section. If record-name is specified, only records of that type will be found. If record-name is not specified, all record in the database are eligible for selection. Schema-name is
required and must be the name of the schema. The user should not assume that the records are in any particular order. This form of the FIND is useful when all records of a given type must be processed and order is not important.

1.4.7.4 Access Through Database Key -

This form of the FIND statement requires that the user know the exact physical location of the desired record. It should only be used by experienced programmers to establish or re-establish currency.

```
FIND [record-name] USING dbid
```

Record-name is optional and not required. Dbid is required and must be an integer (COMP) variable. Its value must be of the form PLL where P is database page number and LL is line number within the page.

If the record is found all currency updates are made.
2.0 COMPREHENSIVE EXAMPLE

2.1 Introduction

In this section an entire WAND application will be presented as a tutorial and example on how to use WAND.

Consider a simple student records system. We wish to maintain data about students, data about courses being offered, and data about students taking courses. The proper data structure for this application is a confluent hierarchy:

![Diagram of confluent hierarchy]

The STU record will contain personal data about each student and the key would normally be social security number or student number. This record would contain all of the personal data about the student such as name, academic status, etc. The COURSE record will contain data describing each course, such as course number, title, credits, instructor, etc. The STUCOR record would contain data about a student taking a particular course. This would include grade, pass/fail indicator, etc. For our example we will only use a small number of data elements. The STU record will contain last name (LNAME) and title (TITLE). The course record will contain course number (CNO), credit hours (CREDIT), and course title (CTITLE). The student-course record (STUCOR) will contain only grade (GRADE).

Both the STU record and COR record will be accessible via calculated keys. The key of the STU record will be LNAME and the key to the COR record will be CNO.

2.2 Schema Creation

The first step in building the database is to write a schema definition using the data definition language described in section 1 of this document. The database will be called STUREC and the schema is shown in figure 1.
SCHEMA STUREC
PRIVACY KEEPOUT.

RECORD STU LOCATION CALC USING LNAME DUPLICATES NOT ALLOWED
LNAME TYPE CHARACTER 10
TITLE TYPE CHARACTER 5.

RECORD COR LOCATION CALC USING CNO DUPLICATES NOT ALLOWED
CNO TYPE CHARACTER 5
CREDIT TYPE FIXED
CTITLE TYPE CHARACTER 20.

RECORD STUCOR LOCATION VIA SC
GRADE TYPE CHARACTER 2.

SET SC MODE CHAIN ORDER LAST
OWNER STU
MEMBER STUCOR.

SET CS MODE CHAIN ORDER LAST
OWNER COR
MEMBER STUCOR.

Figure 1 - schema for STUREC

After the schema is entered into file STUREC.DDL (extension must be DDL), the WAND schema processor is invoked. The name of this program is FDP and it is invoked at monitor level by:

  X FDP .

FDP will ask for the name of the schema and then process the file schema-name.DDL. It will produce the following files:

1. schema-name.WRK - the FORTRAN work area
2. schema-name.WKC - the COBOL work area
3. schema-name.SCH - used by WAND itself.
4. schema-name.ERR - list of errors found by FDP.

FDP will print on the terminal the number of errors which were found in the schema definition. If this is not zero, the user should examine the ERR file and correct the schema definition. If there are no errors, the schema has been accepted by WAND and the user can now initialize the database. This is accomplished by executing DBINIT as follows:

  X DBINIT .
DBINIT will ask for the name of the schema and then proceed to initialize the database.

The size of the database created by DBINIT will be determined by the number of pages and page size specified in the schema definition. For this reason, the FDP program must be run successfully before the database can be created with DBINIT. DBINIT will initialize a database that already exists. If DBINIT is asked to initialize a database that already exists, it will print a message at the terminal informing the user that he is attempting to destroy an existing database. The user must then confirm his desire for DBINIT to proceed.

2.3 Loading The Database

After the database is created, we can write programs to load the database and subsequently retrieve data from the database. WAND supports both FORTRAN and COBOL as host languages. To this end, FDP produces both a FORTRAN work area definition (.WRK file) and a COBOL work area definition (.WKC file, see figure 2). For the rest of this example, we will use COBOL as the host language; hence we will utilize the .WKC file.

Data Manipulation Language for COBOL is fully specified in the DBTG Report of April, 1971. WAND supports a subset of this specification. The user communicating with WAND through a COBOL program writes DML statements as described in section 4 of this document. The COBOL program with these DML statements is then processed by a WAND system program named WNDCBL. This program accepts the user's COBOL program as input and produces as output a COBOL program with the DML statements translated to call statements to the WAND system.

When WNDCBL is executed, it will ask for an input file and output file. It is recommended that input files have the extension WCB and that output files have the standard CBL extension. When the input file is requested by WNDCBL, an extension of WCB is assumed if no extension is given. For this reason, files with no extension cannot be processed. When the output file is requested, the user can specify any valid DEC-10 file name or simply depress the carriage-return. In the latter case (i.e. no filename is entered) the output file will have the same filename as the input file and the extension CBL. To summarize, it is recommended that the user write his/her program into a file with extension WCB. When running WNDCBL, the user should enter only the filename (and not the extension) when asked for input file. When asked for the output file name the user should <CR>. The output file will then have the name of the input file and the extension CBL.
COMPREHENSIVE EXAMPLE

It is possible to compile the WNDCBL output file and execute it directly from WNDCBL. When WNDCBL has created an output file suitable for the COBOL compiler, it will ask if the file is to be compiled. If the user response to "COMPILE?" is "N", WNDCBL will terminate and the user may compile the program when convenient. If the user replies "Y" to the above request, he will then be asked if the compiled program should be loaded and executed. If the user replies "Y", the program will be compiled, loaded with the proper Wand subroutines, and execution will commence. If the user replies no to this question the program will be compiled but execution will not be attempted. A sample session is as follows:

```
.X WNDCBL
INFILE: BUILD
OUTFILE:
COMPILE ? Y
EXECUTE ? Y
COBOL: BUILD [BUILD.CBL]
LINK: LOADING
[LINKXCT MAINLE EXECUTION]
..execution follows
```

The BUILD program loads the database (see figure 3). It allows the user to load student records, course records, and stucor records. The output of WNDCBL, which has the DML COBOL statements converted to WAND calls is shown in figure 4. Note the entry statement immediately after the PROCEDURE DIVISION statement. This is because BUILD will actually be a COBOL subroutine which is called by a program named CBSTRT (for COBOL start). This program must be loaded with all COBOL programs which are to access WAND databases. CBSTRT is a very simple program which establishes the linkage between your COBOL program and the WAND FORTRAN programs. If the user replies yes to the compile and execute questions in WNDCBL then he need not be concerned with CBSTRT or other details of WAND. For this reason, that is the recommended action.

If the user does not have WNDCBL initiate execution, or if the COBOL program does not have to be compiled, then the user must load his program and the other necessary routines which his program needs to execute successfully. This is accomplished by executing the program WANDGO. WANDGO will ask for the name of your program, and then load it along with the necessary WAND routines. This would be done as follows:

```
.X WANDGO
PROGRAM NAME: BUILD
LINK: LOADING
[LINKXCT EXWAND EXECUTION]
..execution follows
```
WANDGO can be used to initiate execution of WAND programs (COBOL or FORTRAN) as long as there is only one user program to be loaded. If the user must load more than one program (i.e. several subprograms) then he must load the proper WAND routines himself. This is done by executing the following command string at monitor level:

```
.EX CBSTRT(4010,51),your—programs,DML(4010,51)/SEA
```

CBSTRT is always required for COBOL programs and MUST be the first program specified in the EX command. Your—programs is, in this case, the name of the user program to be executed. DML is the library which contains all of the WAND routines which will be required by BUILD. The /SEA is a switch which tells the loader (LINK—10) that not all programs in DML are to be loaded, but only those requested by your—programs. If the user is debugging the COBOL program, the DEBUG command should be used instead of EX.

2.4 Retrieval Of Data

After executing BUILD, data has been stored in the database STUREC.DB. We are now prepared to retrieve data from the database. A common requirement would be an online program which, given a student name as input, will print data about all of his/her courses. RETR (see figure 5) is an example of such a program. It accepts as input a student’s last name. The last name is put in LNAME of STU and then a FIND statement is performed to establish "currency" at the proper STU record. By retrieving all members in the SC set, we can get all of the STUCOR records owned by this particular STU record in the SC set. For each STUCOR record we FIND, we can FIND OWNER in the CS set and thus GET the COR record which has the course number and title. We can then print the course number title, and grade for each STUCOR record. This technique for processing confluent hierarchies is a very common practice. The unfamiliar reader should carefully study figure 5. The output of WNDICBL for RETR is shown in figure 6. Notice at the end of the program several entry statements have been added. These have no effect on the execution of the program and are inserted only to control the action of LINK—10.
2.5 Sample Output And Programs

01 DB-LINKAGE.
   05 FLAGS.
      10 ERRSTA PIC S9(5) COMP.
      10 FILLER PIC X(20) USAGE DISPLAY-7.
   05 STU.
      10 LNAME PIC X(10) USAGE DISPLAY-7.
      10 TITLE PIC X(5) USAGE DISPLAY-7.
      10 FILLER PIC X(5) USAGE DISPLAY-7.
   05 COR.
      10 CNO PIC X(5) USAGE DISPLAY-7.
      10 CREDITS PIC S9(5) COMP.
      10 CTITLE PIC X(20) USAGE DISPLAY-7.
      10 FILLER PIC X(5) USAGE DISPLAY-7.
   05 STUCOR.
      10 GRADE PIC X(2) USAGE DISPLAY-7.
   05 SETS.
      10 SC PIC S9(5) COMP.
      10 CS PIC S9(5) COMP.

Figure 2 - STUREC.WKC file produced by FDP
IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.
PROGRAM-ID.BUILD.
PRIVACY KEY IS "KEEPOUT".
ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.
DATA DIVISION
SCHEMA SECTION.
INVOKESCHEMASTUREC.
WORKING-STORAGE SECTION.
77TRAN-CODEPICXUSAGEDISPLAY-7.
PROCEDURE DIVISION.
  OPENAREA STURECUSAGE-MODEUPDATE.
  IFERRSTA NOT=0
    DISPLAY 'OPENERROR'ERRSTA
    STOPRUN.
  PERFORM PROCESSUNTILTRAN-CODE='0'.
  CLOSEAREA STUREC.
  IFERRSTA NOT=0
    DISPLAY 'CLOSEERROR'ERRSTA.
    STOPRUN.
PROCESS.
  DISPLAY 'TRANSACTIONCODE:'WITHNOADVANCING.
  ACCEPTTRAN-CODE.
  IFTRAN-CODE='1'PERFORMTRAN1
  ELSEIFTRAN-CODE='2'PERFORMTRAN2
  ELSEIFTRAN-CODE='3'PERFORMTRAN3
  ELSEIFTRAN-CODENOT='0'DISPLAY 'INVALIDTRANSACTION'
  CODE!!'.
TRAN1.
  DISPLAY 'NAME:'WITHNOADVANCING.
  ACCEPTLNAME.
  DISPLAY 'TITLE:'WITHNOADVANCING.
  ACCEPTTITLE.
  STORESTU.
  IFERRSTA NOT=0
    DISPLAY 'TRAN1STOREERROR'ERRSTA.
TRAN2.
  DISPLAY 'COURSE NUMBER:'WITHNOADVANCING.
  ACCEPTCNO.
  DISPLAY 'CREDIT HOURS:'WITHNOADVANCING.
  ACCEPTCREDITS.
  DISPLAY 'COURSE TITLE:'WITHNOADVANCING.
  ACCEPTCTITLE.
  STORECOR.
  IFERRSTA NOT=0
    DISPLAY 'TRAN2STOREERROR'ERRSTA.
TRAN3.
  DISPLAY 'NAME:'WITHNOADVANCING.
  ACCEPTLNAME.
  DISPLAY 'COURSE NUMBER:'WITHNOADVANCING.
  ACCEPTCNO.
  FINDSTU.
  IFERRSTA NOT=0
COMPREHENSIVE EXAMPLE

DISPLAY 'TRAN3 FIND STU ERROR' ERRSTA

ELSE
  FIND COR
  IF ERRSTA NOT = 0
    DISPLAY 'TRAN3 FIND COR ERROR' ERRSTA
  ELSE
    DISPLAY 'GRADE: ' WITH NO ADVANCING
    ACCEPT GRADE
    STORE STUCOR
    IF ERRSTA NOT = 0
      DISPLAY 'TRAN3 STORE ERROR'

ERRSTA.

Figure 3 - BUILD program with DML statements
IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.
PROGRAM-ID.BUILD.
*PRIVACY KEY IS "KEEPOUT".
ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.
DATA DIVISION
*SCHEMA SECTION.
*INVOKES SCHEMA STUREC.
WORKING-Storage SECTION.
77 TRAN-CODE PIC X USAGE DISPLAY-7.
LINKAGE SECTION.
01 DB-LINKAGE.
  05 FLAGS.
    10 ERRSTA PIC 99(5) COMP.
    10 FILLER PIC X(20) USAGE DISPLAY-7.
  05 STU.
    10 LNAME PIC X(10) USAGE DISPLAY-7.
    10 TITLE PIC X(5) USAGE DISPLAY-7.
    10 FILLER PIC X(5) USAGE DISPLAY-7.
  05 COR.
    10 CNO PIC X(5) USAGE DISPLAY-7.
    10 CREDITS PIC 99(5) COMP.
    10 CTITLE PIC X(20) USAGE DISPLAY-7.
    10 FILLER PIC X(5) USAGE DISPLAY-7.
  05 STUCOR.
    10 GRADE PIC X(2) USAGE DISPLAY-7.
  05 SETS.
    10 SC PIC 99(5) COMP.
    10 CS PIC 99(5) COMP.
PROCEDURE DIVISION.
ENTRY COB USING DB-LINKAGE.
  OPEN AREA STUREC USAGE-MODE UPDATE.
  CALL WANDA USING "DBOPEN" ,"STUREC ","KEEPOUT ",1.
  IF ERRSTA NOT = 0
    DISPLAY 'OPEN ERROR ' ERRSTA
    STOP RUN.
  PERFORM PROCESS UNTIL TRAN-CODE = '0'.
  CLOSE AREA STUREC.
  CALL WANDA USING "DBCLOS".
  IF ERRSTA NOT = 0
    DISPLAY 'CLOSE ERROR ' ERRSTA.
    STOP RUN.
PROCESS.
  DISPLAY 'TRANSACTION CODE: ' WITH NO ADVANCING.
  ACCEPT TRAN-CODE.
  IF TRAN-CODE = '1' PERFORM TRNL
  ELSE IF TRAN-CODE = '2' PERFORM TRAN2
  ELSE IF TRAN-CODE = '3' PERFORM TRAN3
  ELSE IF TRAN-CODE NOT = '0' DISPLAY 'INVALID TRANSACTION CODE!!'.
TRNL.
  DISPLAY 'NAME: ' WITH NO ADVANCING.
  ACCEPT LNAME.
DISPLAY 'TITLE: ' WITH NO ADVANCING.
ACCEPT TITLE.
*
STORE STU.
CALL WANDA USING "DBSTOR",STU.
IF ERRSTA NOT = 0
   DISPLAY 'TRAN1 STORE ERROR ' ERRSTA.

TRAN2.
DISPLAY 'COURSE NUMBER: ' WITH NO ADVANCING.
ACCEPT CNO.
DISPLAY 'CREDIT HOURS: ' WITH NO ADVANCING.
ACCEPT CREDITS.
DISPLAY 'COURSE TITLE: ' WITH NO ADVANCING.
ACCEPT CTITLE.
*
STORE COR.
CALL WANDA USING "DBSTOR",COR.
IF ERRSTA NOT = 0
   DISPLAY 'TRAN2 STORE ERROR ' ERRSTA.

TRAN3.
DISPLAY 'NAME: ' WITH NO ADVANCING.
ACCEPT LNAME.
DISPLAY 'COURSE NUMBER: ' WITH NO ADVANCING.
ACCEPT CNO.
*
FIND STU.
CALL WANDA USING "FINDC",STU,"FIRST".
IF ERRSTA NOT = 0
   DISPLAY 'TRAN3 FIND STU ERROR ' ERRSTA
ELSE
   FIND COR
   CALL WANDA USING "FINDC",COR,"FIRST"
   IF ERRSTA NOT = 0
      DISPLAY 'TRAN3 FIND COR ERROR ' ERRSTA
   ELSE
      DISPLAY 'GRADE: ' WITH NO ADVANCING
      ACCEPT GRADE
      *
      STORE STUCOR
      CALL WANDA USING "DBSTOR",STUCOR
      IF ERRSTA NOT = 0
         DISPLAY 'TRAN3 STORE ERROR '

ERRSTA.
ENTRY DBGET.
ENTRY DBMODI.
ENTRY DBDELE.
ENTRY FINDPO.
ENTRY FINDD.
ENTRY FINDO.
ENTRY FINDAP.

Figure 4 - BUILD programs with DML statements converted to calls
IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.
PROGRAM-ID. RETR.
PRIVACY KEY IS "KEEPOUT".
ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.
DATA DIVISION.
SCHEMA SECTION.
INVOKE SCHEMA STUREC.
PROCEDURE DIVISION.
  OPEN AREA STUREC USAGE-MODE RETRIEVAL.
  IF ERRSTA NOT = 0
    DISPLAY 'OPEN ERROR' ERRSTA
    STOP RUN.
  DISPLAY 'STUDENT NAME: ' WITH NO ADVANCING.
  ACCEPT LNAME.
  PERFORM PROCESS UNTIL LNAME-SPACES.
  CLOSE AREA STUREC.
  IF ERRSTA NOT = 0
    DISPLAY 'CLOSE ERROR' ERRSTA.
    STOP RUN.
PROCESS.
  FIND STU RECORD.
  IF ERRSTA NOT = 0
    DISPLAY 'STUDENT FIND ERROR' ERRSTA
    MOVE 0 TO ERRSTA
  ELSE PERFORM GETCOR UNTIL ERRSTA NOT = 0
    IF ERRSTA NOT = 307
      DISPLAY 'GET COURSE ERROR' ERRSTA.
    DISPLAY 'STUDENT NAME: ' WITH NO ADVANCING.
    ACCEPT LNAME.
    MOVE 0 TO ERRSTA.
GETCOR.
  FIND NEXT STUCOR RECORD SC SET.
  IF ERRSTA = 0
    GET STUCOR
    IF ERRSTA = 0
      FIND OWNER CS SET
      IF ERRSTA=0
        GET COR
        IF ERRSTA = 0 DISPLAY
CNO,CTITLE,GRADE.

Figure 5 - RETR programs with DML statements
IDENTIFICATION DIVISION.
PROGRAM-ID. RETR.
*PRIVACY KEY IS "KEEPOUT".
ENVIRONMENT DIVISION.
DATA DIVISION.
*SCHEMA SECTION.
*INVOKE SCHEMA STUREC.
LINKAGE SECTION.
01 DB-LINKAGE.
  05 FLAGS.
     10 ERRSTA PIC S9(5) COMP.
     10 FILLER PIC X(20) USAGE DISPLAY-7.
  05 STU.
     10 LNAME PIC X(10) USAGE DISPLAY-7.
     10 TITLE PIC X(5) USAGE DISPLAY-7.
     10 FILLER PIC X(5) USAGE DISPLAY-7.
  05 COR.
     10 CNO PIC X(5) USAGE DISPLAY-7.
     10 CREDITS PIC S9(5) COMP.
     10 CTITLE PIC X(20) USAGE DISPLAY-7.
     10 FILLER PIC X(5) USAGE DISPLAY-7.
  05 STUCOR.
     10 GRADE PIC X(2) USAGE DISPLAY-7.
  05 SETS.
     10 SC PIC S9(5) COMP.
     10 CS PIC S9(5) COMP.
PROCEDURE DIVISION.
ENTRY COB USING DB-LINKAGE.
  * OPEN AREA STUREC USAGE-MODE RETRIEVAL.
  CALL WANDA USING "DBOPEN", "STUREC", "KEEPOUT", 0.
  IF ERRSTA NOT = 0
     DISPLAY 'OPEN ERROR' ERRSTA
     STOP RUN.
  DISPLAY 'STUDENT NAME: ' WITH NO ADVANCING.
  ACCEPT LNAME.
  PERFORM PROCESS UNTIL LNAME=SPACES.
  CLOSE AREA STUREC.
  CALL WANDA USING "DBCLOS".
  IF ERRSTA NOT = 0
     DISPLAY 'CLOSE ERROR' ERRSTA.
     STOP RUN.
PROCESS.
  * FIND STU RECORD.
  CALL WANDA USING "FINDC", STU, "FIRST".
  IF ERRSTA NOT = 0
     DISPLAY 'STUDENT FIND ERROR' ERRSTA
     MOVE 0 TO ERRSTA
  ELSE PERFORM GETCOR UNTIL ERRSTA NOT = 0
     IF ERRSTA NOT = 307
        DISPLAY 'GET COURSE ERROR' ERRSTA.
     DISPLAY 'STUDENT NAME: ' WITH NO ADVANCING.
     ACCEPT LNAME.
MOVE 0 TO ERRSTA.

GETCOR.
* FIND NEXT STUCOR RECORD SC SET.
CALL WANDA USING "FINDPO", "NEXT", SC, STUCOR.
IF ERRSTA = 0
  GET STUCOR
  CALL WANDA USING "DBGET", STUCOR
  IF ERRSTA = 0
    FIND OWNER CS SET
    CALL WANDA USING "FINDO", CS
    IF ERRSTA = 0
      GET COR
      CALL WANDA USING "DBGET", COR
      IF ERRSTA = 0 DISPLAY
CNO, CTITLE, GRADE.
ENTRY DBSTOR.
ENTRY DBMODI.
ENTRY DBDELE.
ENTRY FINDD.
ENTRY FINDAP.

Figure 6 - RETR program with DML statements converted to calls
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